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INTRODUCT ION

1. The Intergovernmental Working Group on Support Costs held its fifth session at

the United Nations~ Geneva, during the period 2-16 June 1980.

Madame Suzanne VERVALCI~ (Belgium), Chairm~u of the Group, presided and

Miss Marie~n AL-ANADHI (Kuwait) served as Rapporteur.

I, ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

Attendance

2. Represented at the session of the Working Group were members of the Governing

Council, States represented by Observers, and organizations in the United Nations

System and other intergovermuental bodies. A list of attendance is included as the

Annex to the present report.

A~enda and organization of work

3. The Working Group had before it document DP/WGOC/31, Note by the Administrator

on Agency SuppOrt Costs, which contained the findings of a study carried out in

response to the Council’s decision 79/40 adopted at the twenty-sixth session, and

DP/WGOC/V/CRP.1, a draft decision on this subject.

II. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS

4. The Deputy Administrator introduced the study which had been prepared by

Mr. J.I.M. Rhodes at the request of the Intergovernmental Working Group. He

stressed that the late receipt of the study by members was due to the delay in

processing of the document and was in no way attributable to the timely preparation

of the study by Mr. Rhodes.
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5o Hr. Rhodes summarized the main findings and recommendations of the study. He

proposed a 15.°10:10 formula~ i.e. I0 per cent reimbursement in respect of

~quipment, i0 per cent for subcontracting component ea~d 15 per cen~ for personnel,

training and miscellaneous costs. He recommended the continuation of flexibility

~,rrangements for smaller Agencies~ with the limit for eligibility bein S raised

to 5115 million of ~KOP programme or~ preferably~ ~25 million of all technical

~o-operation programmes executed by the A~ency. TvJo optional refinements were:

(a) a disincentive against projec~ cost over-runs by reimbursing supporS costs for

?ersonnel~ training and miscellaneous components at 20 per cent for the first half

)f the original estimate and IO per cent for subsequen~ expenditures for these

~omponents~ and (b) a cost-of-living adjustment of I per cent increase 

lecrease for each five points difference in the post adjustment index for a

leadquarters station above or below the weighted average of post adjustment indices

~t all headquarters stations.

i. The Chairman thatched Mr. Rhodes and recalled the four principles already

,stablished in previous discussio~ns -namely that the solution on support cost

~eimbursement should be (a) valid for the longer term~ (b) acceptable for 

;he parties concerned~ including member States~ (c) reasonably simple 

,dminister~ and (d) applicable to other technical co-operation programmes of the

nited Nations system. A decision should be t~en at this session since the

.roblem had been under discussion over a period of seven years.

The Agencies agreed that the report was constructive and that a decision

hould be t~en at this time~ while dra~,Ting attention to the need to distinguish

e tween reducing support costs over-all and reducing the money expended by UNDP for

upport coscs. Representatives generally accepted the concept of UNDP-Agency

artnership in the pre.sent 14 per cent formula and felt that since nearly all

gencies incurred costs in excess of 14 per cent, underts~ing cost measurement

tudies to identify the part of their support costs which was borne by their

egular budget was unwarranted. One representative stressed that his Agency could

ot accept any reduction in reimbursement of support costs without approval of its

overn~ng body. Several smaller Agencies noted that clearly identifiable

dditional costs for extra-budgetary technical assistance should be met by the

~nding source.



8. ~e majority of A~encies preferred a fla~ rate of reimbursement rather than

the 15%10:10 formula. Ho~mver, many indicated that they could not absorb

addi%ion~1 cost’s in their re~lar budgets which might be incurred under a~y option.

Some Agencies felt i% would not serve the interests of developing countries to

create ~ incentive in favour of subcontracti~ C over other forms of execution.

~e flexibility provision for smaller Agei~c_ies ~Jas supported as was the pr0p0sal to

raise the definin C limit to (!;15 million of the UIUDP-financed programme or

825 million of %eelmical co-operation activities of an Agency. liost Agencies

opposed the incentive scheme on the grounds that~ (a) project extensions result

from a variety of factors~ many of which are oui, side the direct Control of the ....

Ageney~ (b) the expertise in initial project sta&~es may identify essential dimensions

which have been overlooked~ (c) the scheme ~ould %e achninistratively complicated 

operate~ and (d) i% would not necessarily lead to more effective project planning

and costmanacemen%.~" Cost over-runs should be decreased through better project

design9 realistic work plans and effective monitoring by the C~vermnent 9 Executing:

Agency and U~_TDP. It was emphasized by a number of A&~encies that the recommendations

of the consu!ta,nt offered only partial compensation for the combination of inflation

and exchange rate loss since the early 1970s. ~lation was a principal problem

for nearly all Agencies and those located in Ceneva~ Vienna m~d Paris, in particular,

supported the recommendations for a cost-of-living adjustmen%~ although it was agreed

that such compensation to some Agencies should not be made at the expense of others.

III. SUH~RY ~ DISCUSSIOH

9. There ~,Jas unanimous appreciation for the study provided by Hr. l~odes.

i0. Host members ~Jere agreed upon the importance of four points: (a) the end goal

~as a real reduction in over-all support costs of the United l~ations system as a

whole rather than UI,~P’s rate of reimbursement~ (b) of the available options, 

was noted that Agencies preferred a flat rate %o a differentiated formula~

(c) there Should be e~,:-~ost facto reporting by the Ad~;encies on total support costs~

while avoiding detailed cost measurement studies, since many goverrm~ents wanted

more clarity in accounting for how resources for support costs were being used~

and (d) the solution adopted should not lead %o an automatic transfer of costs 

the Ag.ency regular bud~tets but should encourage all parties concerned to %si~e

greater measures to increase productivity and reduce over-all support costs.



Iio Some members were concerned that the U~P component of administrative costs

should also be firmly controlled and one member~L~1~÷ed that a flat 12 per cent

limit on these costs should be adopted as an incentive to ~DDP to contain costs.

A ntmber of members expressed disappointment that comparable cost data was still

not available from Agencies ~nd suggested that the Uorking Group invite Agencies’

governing bodies to agree to adopt standardized accounting procedures for providing

clear information on expenditures for support costs s~nd to participate in setting

up a reporting mechs~nism ~jhich would show more Clearly the real costs for support

and by whom they were borne. Several members also note& that a more precise

definition of support costs was needed.

12. $’~ith regard to formulas for differentiated reimbursement by project component,

members who supported the 15:10"10 formul~ felt that it would reduce reimbursements

by U~P, thus releasing additional U~FDP resources for direct assistance to developing

countries. In addition two other differentiated proposals were put forward. One

member, on behalf of four governments~ accepted the 15 per cent rate for personnel

reimbursement but felt that 6 to O per cent on equipment and subcontracts~ preferably

the former~ would be more in line with their experience. Another member stressed

that after in~Clation and combined UNDP and Agency support costs, only about

60 per cent of resources go to recipient countries. Greater efficiency was needed

from the system as a whole and ~ average rate of 12.5 per cent over several years

could be achieved by a formula of 15:10s8~ with Agencies being protected from

declines in income by the increase in volume of delivery.

13. Other members did not favour any of the differentiated formulas~ which they

felt implied a reduction in over-all reimbursement to Agencies as this Could lead

to requests for proportionate increases in the reg~zlar budgets of the Agencies.

They found no advantage in changing the existing 14 per cent flat rate of

reimbursement~ citinc: (a) the study had not convinced them that this rate was too

high~ (b) the 15:10:10 formula ~ould not necessarily reduce support costs as 

~zhole although it might reduce the cost to D~DDP~ (c) distortions could occur in the

relative component mixes of projects in favour of certain components~ (d) 

differentiated formula had been tried in the past and found ws~ting~ and

(c) over-all support costs would be more effectively reduced if viewed in the context

of the role of experts, use of nationals and government execution.



14.. THose imembers ~ho disagreed ~ith the above points stressed that they did not

accept the ar6mment that a slightly lower reimbursement rate, either under the

15:I0:IO formula or at a reduced across-the-board rate of 15 per cent~ necessarily

implied an automati.o proportionate transfer of costs to the re6mlar budgets of

Agencies. Strenuous efforts were needed to brin C about an over-all reduction in

costs, as a.<:~hOle and this W~S an importsu~t first step. ~e answer was to improve

productivity in boththe Agencies and ~P ~und to s@p!y flexibility if ,required.

An important clause of protectionfor the A~encies could be the provision that no

Agency should receive in each year of the 198.2-1986 period less reimbursement ~han

that it had received in 1981 unless lJ_ per ceut of actual expenditure in that Year

would.have produced a ~lower fi~,~ure in any case.

15. In response to requests, a representative of the DI,[DP administration reviewed

the history of levels of Support cost reimbursement. Prior to 1974 a

12 + I pereentao:e rate applied. AfSer 1974 the rate of 14 per cent had been

applicable until such time as a longer term solution was decided. The present

authorization would ez~ire in 1981. "

16. One member stated that in his view if the present authorization expired,

reimbursement would then revert to the old 13 per cent rate.

17. As regards a future 13 per cent flat rate, it was noted that any savings to

DITDP would revert go general resources and could be reallocated, for example, to

supplement any dra~-down on the pro£<ramme Reserve or unallocated resources in the

third cycle. In response to requests by several members 9hat a 6~uarantee be

provided that rids reimbursement rate (a) ~.Jould not result in a net transfer 

costs to the regmlar budgets of Agencies and (b) ~euld result in an over-all cost

reduction~ the Deputy Administrator reporting to the Working Group following an

informal meetin C ~{ith Agencies , noted that the Agencies accept the need to contain

total support costs and, while they felt that they were already operating in an

efficient manner, they ~ould no doubt seek further measures of economy, However,

within that understandin~ they could not provide ~arantees that the adoption of

a 13 per cent rate would not result in additions to their re£mlar budgets for

consideration by their governing bodies. Arrangements for the Agencies in high

cost areas ~ould necessarily depend upon the provision for cases of hardship. The

e~,~-post facto reporting of support cost information could be used by governing

bodies for monitoring ~ and taking decisions on support costs for D~FDP projects and

the budgets of Acencies.



18. Tile Agencies stated that reimbursement arrangements agreed upon should also

be applied to other tecln~ical co-operation activities executed by the Agencies~

incl~iding trust funcls and U~PAo

19. Turning to arrangements for flexibility to Agencies, most members agreed that

the o{rer, all size of the technical co-operation programme implemented by an Agency

was relevant ~ to the level of support costs. ~ey generally favoured increasing

the limit at which small Agencies became eligible to apply for flexibility; however,

it was decided ~ t0 revert to the question of specific ~idelines on this aspect at

the twenty-eighth session. On the other hand as regards larger programmes~ some

members felt that there were economies of scale to be realized by the larger Agencies.

20. Idany members sa~d Agencies attached great importance to reaching a settlement

which would govem~ support costs for the next decade and not merely the third

programme cycle, l loreover, they agreed with Agencies that the reimbursement

arrangements should ideally be applicable also to other tec½~ical co-operation

activities executed by the Agencies and finance8 from trust or similar f~mds,

a!thou6¢h it ~as recognized that the Council~s authority in this regard was limited

to pro6~smnmes under its supervision.

21. A nmnber of members did not favour the adoption of a cost-of-living adjustment

although they were sTmpathetic to the arc~nents put fom;ard by Agencies in high

cost areas. Some members felt that the relationship bet~een Agency costs in

backst0ppinc teoltnical co-operation and the costs-of-living prevailing at their

Headquarters was not as direct as the consultant:s report had indicated. ~- The

present adhoc arrangements whereby individual "hardship cases" were submitted to

the Council should be continued, but the Administrator should use discretion in

making recommendations on these to the Council in order to avoid a proliferation

of such requests.

22. %fhile a few memYers spoke in support~ a nt~nber of members agreed with points

made previously by Agencies on the unworkable nature of the incentive scheme,

noting in addition that they ~ere relucbant to approve a scheme for which the results

could not be quantified.

23. Government ~ e~ecution was regarded as an important element in reducing over-all

United l~ati0nS system support costs. Ifhile the final decision on the use of this

modality rested with Goverr~nents~ those i.~ith the necessary capacity shouldbe

encouraged to increase ~ their usc of government execUtion~ which would lower support

and administrative costs~ Some m’~r2oc~s felt that the transition to government

execution could not be achieved rapidly and that it was outside the scope of the

discussions of the %forking Group.



24. The special arrangements currently in force with the World Bank were supported.

25. At the conclusion of the formal disoussions~ the Working Group went into a

series of informal meetings in order to formulate its decision (attached hereto)~’j.

26. In closing the debate ~embers again s I~ressed that the principal focus of

these discussions was directed towards over-all reduction in levels of support costs

as a whole~ to be ac]~ieved by increased productivity in UI~DP and the Agencies~ and

one member stated that the 15 per cent formula was a first step in attaining a

lower target of e.g. 12 per cent. Several members again underscored the importance

of not charging the re~lar budgets of Agencies with any deficit which might result

from reimbursement at the rate of i~ per cent. Others felt that the decision

would serve to strengthen the DNDP-Acency partnership and that the 13 per cent

formula, coupled with flexibility arrangements, %,ould not result in a need to look

to the reb~ular budgets for support. The need to introduce a policy which would

spell out more explicitly the definition of the support costs was noted as was the

comment of one member that this small step on support costs was only part of larger

UNDP-A~ency issues to be resolved and that DIDDP should initiate further consultations

with Agencies on how to reduce over-all support costs as a whole.

27. l iembers were unanimous in concratulatin6 ~ the Chairman on her guidance and in

noting the constructive attitudes of covernments~ AGencies and the UNDP Administration.

The Chairman also prais,d the spirit of compromise~ without which a solution could

not have been achieved. She felt that the provision in the decision for

ex-post facto reporting~ of the elements of support costs was the core of potential

future results. She cited the universal ~ill of members not to see an increase

in the macaulay budgets of Agencies and said she I%%d confidence that A~encies would

absorb the ma~ximum amount of costs within %heir budgets ~ithout increases while

working jointly with UNDP and each other in reducin6~ over-all support costs.

See DP/%~C4DC/52/Add.I


